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INTRODUCTION . _

Research at the Center for Radiological Research is a blend of physics, chemistry and biology
and epitomizes the multidisciplinary approach towards understanding the mechanisms
involved in the health problems resulting from human exposure to ionizing radiations. To an
increasing extent, the focus of attention is on biochemistry and the application of the
techniques of molecular biology to the problems of radiation biology.

The following are some research highlights from the past year.

• Construction of a new wall-less ultra miniature counter is nearing completion. This
instrument will make possible measurements of fundamental physical parameters on this
type of counter as well as practical monodosimetric measurements of neutrons and
charged particles.

• A mathematical model describing the production of single-strand and double-strand breaks
in DNA as a function radiation quality has been completed.

• For the first time Monte Carlo techniques have been used to obtain directly the spatial
distribution of DNA moieties altered by radiation. This information - which currently is
not obtainable from experiment - was obtained by including in the transport codes a
realistic description of the electronic structure of DNA.

• A collaborative effort with Dr. M.N. Varma of DOE has established that hit-size

effectiveness functions in 1-_tm cellular volumes accurately predict available
radiobiological data. This makes proportional counters available at the present time
applicable to radiation protection

• Major components of our research activities involve oncogenic transformation assays. In
a collaboration with the Medical Research Council in the U.K., we have investigated

structure activity relationships for the potential oncogenicity of a new generation of
bioreductive drugs that function as hypoxic cytotoxins.

• Experimental and theoretical investigation of the "inverse dose rate effect", whereby
medium LET radiations actually produce an enhanced effect when the dose is protracted,
is now at a point where the basic mechanisms are reasonably understood - and the
complex interplay between dose, close rate and radiation quality which is necessary for the
effect to be present can now be predicted - at least in vitro.

• In terms of early radiobiological damage, a quantitative link has been established between
basic energy deposition and "locally multiply damaged sites", the radiochemical precursor
of DNA double strand breaks; specifically, the spatial and energy deposition requirements
necessary to form LMDs have been evaluated.

• For the first time, a mechanically understood "biological fingerprint" of high-LET
radiation has been established. Specifically measurement of the ratio of inter-to intra-
chromosomal aberrations produces a unique signature from alpha-particles or neutrons.

• The Pulsed Brachytherapy concept, in which low dose rate brachytherapy is replaced with
pulses of radiation, typically ten minutes in every hour, has now been taken up by a



commercial manufacturer and machines are in use in 9 centers around the U.S. and

Europe. Over 100 patients have been treated. The limits of the technique are being
validated in experimental systems.

• For the first time, cells of human origin have been transformed by a single dose of a-
particles (10 cGy) which produce tumors in immune-suppressed mice. SSCP analysis
failed to reveal any changes in p53. However, transfection studies are consistent with the

.. measure of an activated dominant oncogene in these cells. We are currently working on
isolating this gene. We have studied a large collection of (40) neutron transformed C3H
10T1/2 cells for damages in the ras oncogenes. Using the technique of SSCP analysis, no
altered ras gene were detected in this large survey.

The productivity of the Laboratory continues at a high level, as evidenced by the steady
stream of papers to peer-reviewed journals during the year, and invitations to members of the
staff to participate in national and international meetings. Senior faculty are frequently called
upon as consultants, reviewers and site visitors by government and private bodies.

Dr. Hall continues to serve on the BRER (Biological Research on the effects of Radiation)
Committee and the BEIR VI Committee, of the National Academy of Sciences as well as
Committee 1 of NCRP while Dr. Geard serves on the American Cancer Society Study Section
in Prevention Diagnosis and Therapy.

Dr. Zaider has been invited to serve as a member of the "Expert Group on Hit Size
Effectiveness Approach; Implications for Radiation Protection". He has also become a
member of the Scientific Committee 88 of NCRP concerning the subject "Fluence as a Basis
of a System of Radiation Protection for Astronauts".

Dr. Kliauga has been elected as a full member of the European Radiation Dosimetry Working
Group 10, preparing a report on low pressure proportional counters in microdosimetry.

Funding levels have been steady during the past year. Drs. Hei and Brenner and Lieberman
successfully competed for awards from the National Institute of Environmental Health,
National Cancer Institute and the American Cancer Society.
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STAFF NEWS "

Dr. Eric Hall received the RSNA Gold Medal, the highest honor of The Radiological Society
of North America. In early 1993 the Trustees of Columbia University appointed Dr. Hall to a
named chair as the fourth Higgins Professor of Radiation Biophysics. The Society of
Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology elected Dr. Hall Secretary for 1992-1993. ,,

Dr. Charles Geard and Dr. David Brenner were elected to serve on the Council of the

Radiation Research Society.

Dr. Marco Zaider has been invited to join the editorial board of Radiation and Environmental
Biophysics.

Dr. Kliauga has been selected to be a Lead Investigator on the newly-constituted Radiation
Physics and Biology Program of the Cancer Center.

Dr. Brenner was promoted to Associate Professor of Radiation Ontology with tenure.

Dr. C-Z Chen joined the Laboratory as Associate Research Scientist from the University of
California at San Francisco.

Dr. Richard Miller rejoined our staff in January 1993.

Dr. Young Yu will be leaving us at the end of June to pursue a career in medicine.

Albert Fung has defended successfully his doctoral work at the physics department. His
project "Electron Scattering off DNA Molecules", was performed under the supervision of
Prof. ZaideL

Mrs. Jeanne Kramer retires this year after 33 years in the Center as a senior secretary. Her
skills and sense of humor will be missed very much.

Mrs. Marie Burchett who was the secretary for our group at RARAF resigned in December.

4



THE COLUMBIA COLLOQUIUM AND LABORATORY SEMINARS

At intervals of approximately one month during the academic year, a regular colloquium has
• been held to discuss ongoing research. Dr. Gerhard Randers-Pehrson organized them and

scheduled the speakers. These have been attended by the professional staff, graduate
students, and senior technical staff of this Laboratory and RARAF, as well as scientists from
other departments of the College of Physicians & Surgeons interested in collaborative
research. Attention has focused on recent findings and future plans, with special emphasis on
the on the inter-disciplinary nature of our research effort.

During the year, we have been pleased to welcome a number of visitors who have presented
formal seminars and/or spent time discussing ongoing research with various members of the
Laboratory. These have included Dr. Debbie Fisher, Rutgers University, New Jersey, Prof. B.
L. Cohen, University of Pittsburgh, Dennis Heller, Carleton University, Ontario, Canada, Dr.
Frank Ellis, The Churchill Hospital, Oxford, U.K., and Dr. Robert Ullrich, University of
Texas, Galveston, Texas.
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Dr. Eric Hall taught in the Oncology Section of the course on "Abnormal Human Biology" for
second-year medical students. In addition, a laboratory elective for medical students in
"Cellular and Radiation Biology" was offered by Drs. Hall and Geard.

Drs. Brenner and Lieberman taught a course, "Radiation and Life" for non-science
undergraduates, under the auspices of the Department of Biological Sciences. Dr. Brenner
has taught a new course "Radon, Risk and Remedy" in the School of Public Health. He is
supervising the Ph.D. work of Augustinus, in the School of Public Health.

Dr. Zaider is the Director of the Graduate Program in Medical Physics/Health Physics, offered
jointly by the School of Public Health and the College of Physicians & Surgeons. Dr. Zaider
is also supervising the Ph.D. work of Albert Fung of the Physics Department, Columbia
University. He has also joined the Medical Physics program at the School of Engineering,
Columbia University. He was invited to participate in several Thesis Examination
Committees, at the Department of Physics, at the Department of Nuclear engineering, and at
the School of Public Health.

During the Fall, a didactic course in Radiobiology was given by Drs. Hall, Geard, Brenner,
Freyer, Hei, Miller, and Lieberman, for Columbia Presbyterian residents in Radiation
Ontology and other institutions in the New York area. Drs. Hall and Geard also taught a
course in Radiobiology for residents in Diagnostic Radiology. A similar course was taught at
Montefiore Hospitals, as well as a one-day refresher course. Drs. Geard and Miller lectured
to Radiological Technologists at United Hospitals, Port Chester, NY.

Dr. Kliauga taught an experimental course on "Nuclear Instrumentation", for M.S. students.
Drs. Zaider and Brenner are lecturing on radiation effects in the courses entitled "Industrial
Toxicology" and "Environmental Sciences," while Dr. Geard is lecturing in the course
"Environmental and Molecular Toxicology." Additionally, Dr. Zaider is conducting a
laboratory on the detection, measurement, and risk evaluation of radon in housing
environments.

Dr. Greg Freyer teaches in the Medical Genetic and Cell Biology and Anatomy Programs at
Columbia University. He is also a member of the Summer High School Science Teacher
Program, and hosts a high school teacher, in his laboratory.
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MEASUREMENT OF FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 0FA WALL-LESS!:

:.:ULT,AM.N.ATUREPROPO,T.ONAL:eOUNTE.i! ! i,,
Paul Kliauga

Much recentbiologicalresearchsupportstheview that closerange interactions,of the order
of nanometers,canbea dominantfactor in theproductionof"biologicaldamagefrom ionizing
radiation.Until now, energy distributionsat this level could be calculatedand interred,but
could not be measuredexperimentally.A new instrument,designedand developedin this
Center displays the capability of achieving this goal. This newly designed wall-leas
proportional counter is in process of construction.The design is based on a previously
producedconventionalwalled countercalledthe UMC (ultra-miniature counter) which has
been shown to be successfulin the measurement of single-eventenergy deposition
distributionsat simulatedtissueequivalentsizesof about !0 nra,tar lowerthan anypreviously
achieved.The new wall-lessdesignwill provide much more accuratespectrafor thosehigh
LET radiationswhose spectra are most distortedby the so-calledwall effect, such as
neutrons.Ir_ addition,this counter, unlike the UMC, will allow a probe by rnicrobeamsof
charged pahicles and ultraviolet radiation.This will permit for the first time quantitative
studieson _c]evantphysicalparameterswhich canbe related to the fundamentalphysicsof
proportionalcounteroperationandalsoallowcomparisonwith modelingstudiesof a_alanche
processes in regions of large E/p.

/ The relative success of the ultaminiature proportional counter (UMC) in measuring single
event ionization spectra at low pressures simulating about 10 nm in unit density tissue raises
questions as to why the counter is able to have adequate resolution and gain, whereas
conventional size counters have failed in this regard. We propose to investigate the physics of
proportional counters at high E/p, making measurements of those parameters of proportional
counter operation which should help to shed light on the limitations as well as the capabilities
of t_s instrument for measuring "nanodosimetric" distributions of ioniztations. Specifically, it
is proposed to do a series of physical measurements on the following parameters:

1. Absolute gas gain as a function of E/p and wire diameter.

2. Single ion counter response as a function of E/p.

3. Avalanche radius as function of anode potential and wire diameter.

4. It is important to be able to compare the measured spectra with theoretical predictions.
In this way the reliabilty as well as the limitations of the counter for simulating nanometer
site sizes can be assessed. To this end, we will form a collaboration with Dr. David
Brenner to develop Monte Carlo techniques to simulate spectra in nanometer size sites.
Such a collaboration is very valuable in that it provides feedback for both the theoretical
code and evidence for "proper" operation of the counter.

These measurements will provide physical parameters for testing models of proportional
counter avalanche production, such as the recently proposed Monte Carlo model of Pierre

10
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Segur and coworkers. In order to accomplish these measurements, a wall-less type ultra
miniature counter must be used. The counter which was proposed for development at the last
contract renewal is near completion, and such tests will be begun soon.

The new wall-less UMC design

The primary instrument of this proposed research plan is a new wall-less counter now under
development at our laboratory. It utilizes elements of the UMC and the "Q" counter as

• prototypes in its design, but most closely resembles the "Q" counter. The Q counter has been
in use for several years, and has been shown to possess possibly the best combination of gain
and resolution of ali the counters built in this laboratory, which is a group of considerable size
and variety. The reasons for a particular counter excelling are not always amenable to
scientific evaluation, because the actual construction of such a counter is still as much "an" as
science. The basic principles are known, of course, but the finished product is the result of
craftsmanship which can radically alter the characteristics of a counter. In this regard, the
experience gained in our machine shop and laboratory over the years arguably make this
laboratory the best (if not perhaps the only) site for development of such a counter. Among
the many variables of construction which can affect performance are: precision alignment of
field tubes along the axis, perfect circular concentricity of the field tubes to maintain true
cylindrical geometry ( a non-trivial problem), center wire size and smoothness, and pitch and
size of the helix wires. There are many others, such as providing leak paths to reduce
probability of electrical breakdown under application of high voltages to the center wire, but
this gives an idea of the magnitude of the problem.

These problems are severe enough in the construction of "normal" size proportional counters,
of the order of centimeter dimensions, but their difficulty is at least an order of magnitude
greater when the outer dimension of the counter's collecting volume is of the order of a
millimeter or lesst The new wall-less UMC (WUMC) is shown in Fig. 1 below. The collecting

volume is defined by a 12.5 gm stainless steel helix 1.0 mm in diameter. A good deal of trial
and error experimentation was required to be learn how to construct such a helix which would

have adequate.pitch (turns/eta), have enough "spring" to maintain its shape, and not become
distorted due to bowing or stretching in the center. The helix design was chosen over parallel
wire designs when it was learned that in spite of its own problems, the helix design was still
simpler to produce reliably and reproducibiy.

1!



Fig. 1. The new wall-less UMC, front and side views, showing the yoke which holds the entire
assembly together.

The sizeof the counter'scollectingvolumewaschosenas ] mmasa compromise.Although
the UMC had a 0.5 mm diameter,it was felt that counting rate at some of the RARAF lower
energy neutron beams may be too low without an unacceptablyhigh beam intensity, thereby
reducing target lifetime. The 1 mm size should still be small enough to maintain acceptable
"wall-lessness" in a reasonably-sizedcontainer. Previous experience with both the UMC and
the Q counter indicate that such a design should prove capable of measurements of
microdosimetricspectra down to 10 to 20 nra. The exact lower level is difficult to predict,
beingdependent upon some of those intangiblesmentioned above.

Once constructed, it is intendedto use this counter to performthe measurements mentioned
above. This will be accomplished by mounting the counter on a precision slides with
reproduciblepositioning better than 10 btmin directionstransverseto the beam. The beam will
enter into the chamber through a collimated aperture of a few micrometersin diameter, and a
solid state detector mountedbehindthe counter with a similaraperturewill insure coincidence
between a counter signal and the desired trajectoryof the incoming particle.

Single electron spectra can be obtained by using an ultraviolet source, such as a UV laser,
directed at the inside of one of the helix wires. The single electron will be released at the

!2



boundary of the collecting volume and the resulting signal can be measured to determine
accurately the single electron response function of the counter as a function of E/p.

Calibration will be achieved by an intense uncollimated alpha source using the alpha "edge",
i.e., the maximum energy an alpha particle can deposit. This has a number of advantages

" compared to the conventional use of a collimated source and a "peak", which requires precise
knowledge of both alpha energy and chord length. Neither is relevant in the edge technique.

• Furthermore, at very small site sizes, the peak may be so broad that accurate determination is
difficult. The edge method was tried with the Q counter and found to give quite satisfactory
results.

Figure 2 shows the end of the beam pipe mounted onto the outer chamber of the WUMC. The
beam pipe protrudes some distance into the chamber to allow a close approach of the counter,
to a distance of about 3 mm. In experiments ex,,mitfing the extent of the avalanche region, this
minimizes the delta ray contribution, since the particle entrance will be so close to the
sensitive volume, there will be negligible contribution of delta rays entering from outside the
collecting volume.

[
Fa_'ePlate._
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Figure2. Closeup view_.fthe beampipe end assemblyprotrudingintothe
chamberof the WUMC.This was doneto allow for a minimumdistancefrom
helixto beampipeapertureof about3 mm.
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Fig 3b. Center Wire=3OOV;Field
Fig. 3a. Center Wire=lOOV;Field Tube=OV;Cathode=-3OOV
Tube=OV;Cathode=-5OOV.

i..,,

It is important in counter design to insure that nearby
insulators do not appreciably perturb the field in the
sensitive volume, and to know the proper ratios of

electrode potentials to obtain a uniform cylindrical field.
Figures 3a-3c illustrate equipotential distributions
obtained by solving the two dimensional Poisson
equation with cylindrical symmetry for different
configurations of center wire and cathode potentials.
The cathode is assumed solid for simplicity, and the
field tube is at ground potential, the difference between
center wire and cathode is constant at 600 Volts. Only

the region near the ends of the field tubes are shown.
The best symmetry is obtained for center wire and
cathode at equal potentials with opposite polarity.

Fig. 3c. Center Wire=5OOV;Field
Tube=OV;Cathode=-lOOV.

14



Figure 4 is a solution for
. the equipotential surfaces

using a realistic
representationof the helix

" wires, drawn to the
proper scale, and using
the potentials found in
Fig. 3b. lt is evident that
the field region within the
sensitive volume is still a

good approximation to a
cylindrically symmetric
field. The major
difference is the regions
of weak potential at the
midpoints between helix
wires, where diffusion
may be a problem for
electrons formed there.

• Fig. 4. Equipotential surfaces using helix wires rather than a solid
cathode. Center Wire=300V; Field Tubes=0V; Helix=-

. 300V.

15



The counter is mountedon precisionslides aliowingadjustmentin three mutuallyorthogonal
directions. The axes of two of those directions can be chosen independently by rotating the
counter yoke in its mount on the "z" slide. Thus the counter can be scanned relative to the
beam axis either laterally or longitudinally.The slide along the beam axis (the "x" axis) has a
long range travel allowing motion of about 25 cm in the beam direction. The other motions
are fine and allow about 2 mm travel with a precision of 10 gm. Figure 5 is a frontal view
along the beam axis showing the x and y slides and the cables for theirmotion adjustment.

Fig. 5. Front view along the beam axis, showing countermountedin the chamber and slides
for motionadjustmentin x andy directions.

16
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Paul Kliauga

Systems for quantifying the biological effectiveness of different radiations for purposes of
• radiation protection currently rely on the assignment of a numerical value called the quality

factor, which multiplies the absorbed dose, D, to provide a quantity called dose equivalent, H:
H=Q.D.

Q is given as a function of LET, and the resulting quantity H for a given LET is supposed to
represent the dose of the radiation of interest which produces the same biological effect as an
absorbed dose D of x-rays or 6°Co.
The limitations of LET as a parameter for defining radiation quality are well known, and
alternative approaches based on microdosimetric principles have been suggested, using
specific quality functions q(y), as the microdosimetric equivalent of the quality factor Q(LET).
Project 3 by M. Zaider attempts to calculate this quantity for photons from the initial slopes of
dose response curves for a given biological endpoint:

Ioqo_ = y)f_(y)dy

where the (xi are the initial slopes and theft(y) are the single event microdosimetric spectra for
radiation i.

The solution for q(y) is obtained from a ;ct of integral equations of this form which obviously
depend on the biological endpoint chosen, implicit in the input of the o_i. From the point of
view of the physics, the only input is the set of single event microdosimetric spectra fly)
which should cover a wide range of photon energies and site sizes.
A spherical wall-less proportional counter with no metallic components was developed in this
laboratory years ago, (Kliauga, P. and Rossi, H.H., 1982) but was not used for a systematic
measurement of photon microdosimetry. A few spectra for 125Iand 241Am were measured,
but this was with a view to show that in comparison with a conventional wall-less counter
containing metal electrodes, there was a substantial difference in the spectra. This is due to the
fact that at lower photon energies, in the range up to about 100 keV, the interaction cross
section of photons in low-Z tissue equivalent materials undergoes a transition from. primarily
photoelectric to Compton. Metallic materials are primarily photoelectric throughout this
energy range. Thus, the presence of metals distorts the secondary electron spectrum with an
overabundance of more energetic photoelectrons.
The original non-metallic counter used a graphite coated human hair as the "center wire", or
anode. While this provided a satisfactory tissue-like element, it was difficult to work with,
often non-uniform in diameter and relatively large (90 _tm), not easy to obtain, and subject to

breakage because of poor tensile strength. The availability of carbon impregnated nylon fibers
as solved this problem, and the counter has been rebuilt using such a fiber as the anode, with a
diameter of 2.5 btm. A cut-away view of the counter is shown in Fig. 1.

As preliminary experiments preparatory to a large scale systematic investigation of a number
of low energy photon sources using this counter, we have measured the single event spectra

• for 125I and l°3pd, with mean photon energies of 28 and 21 keV, respectively. Brachytherapy
type seeds of these isotopes were mounted in a slit milled into the inside surface of a tissue
equivalent plastic plug which was inserted through the outer wall of the counter. In this

17



geometry, the seed is flush with the inner Wallof the TE shell. Different depths can be
simulatedby attaching material to the plug on top of the seed. Spectraare shown in Fig. 2 for
125I and l°3pd at depths of 1 cm of A150 tissue equivalent plastic. At 1 mm depth, the
spectra are virtuallyidentical to Fig. 1. Comparisonof 1mm and 1 cm spectra for the same
isotope, shown in Fig. 3, revealveryminordifferences,which is reflected in the shift of YDby
only a few percent. Values of YDfor these isotopes aregiven in TableI.

T.E.outers

hair

spherical

helix(T.E.)

1 inch

! I
Fig. 1. The non-metallic proportional counter. The "hair" has been replaced by a carbon-
impregnated nylon fiber. Two holes are drilledthrough the outer wall, one to insert the photon
source "seeds", the other for a calibration source.
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Comparison of l anti Pd at 1 cm Depth, 1 Ilm Site Size

Pd
• 0.35 - I ---------

0.3 " -

' _ 0.25 ....

o_- / 1
o,_- // 1
o.,_ // i,

o.o_- // \
o-_ M ......i i , , ,iii , , , , , , 7 , ,, , ,

0.' 1 10 100
y (keV/i_m)

.Fig. 2. Iodine and Palladium at 1 cm depth oft!ssue equival,ent p.,last!c.
Palladium at 1 mm and 1 cm Depth

0.45 -

0.4-

0.35 .

0.3 -

-_ 0.25 ....

>" 0.2-

0.15

0.1 .....

0.05 -
- ' i , i r _ "" - "

0.1 1 10 100
y(keV/p.m)

Fig. 3. Comparison of Palladium spectra at 1 mm and 1 cm depths of A150 tissue
equivalent plastic and 1 I,tm site size. The 1 cm spectrum is the one slightly higher

, in the peak area.
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Table I. Comparison of 125Iand l°3pd at two depths of A150 tissue equivalent plastic. Values

of y are in keV/_m_.
Iodine Palladium

I III I I I

.. 1 mm depth 1 cm depth 1 mm depth 1 Cm depth
YF 1.46 1.52 1.77 1.54 "

. ,,

YD 3.59 3.68 3.90 4.00
IIIII I III i i

,_References

Kliauga, P. and rossi, H.H. (1982). Studies with encapsulated sources of 125I. III.
Microdosimetry using a non-metallic wall-less proportional counter. Int. J. Radit. Onc. Biol.
Phys. 1963-1968.
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IA STUDY_:__::iOFEXClTEDSTATES:..., ,::.TRANS'POL=YAcETYLENEilN!::THE!HARTREE"PHASEIAPPROXiMAYI  Iii !

M. G, Vracko and M. Zaider

1. Intr0duction

Trans-polyacetylene(C2H2)n has been the topic of' numeroustheoreticaland experimental
• studies. The elementary ga_ is about 1.4 to 1.8 eV and in some circumstances (as doped

polymer) it displays high electric conductivity. Calculations of the electronic structure have
served as a base for different models treating the elementary excitations in one-dimensional
semiconductors. Furthermore, they have been used to describe: transport phenomena. The
character of these excitations, on the ot.her hand, has been a matter of controversy.

The elementary cell of polyacetylene consists of two hydrocarbon units and thus can be
treated efficiently using quantum chemical calculations. Moreover, the modest amount of
output data (seven doubly occupied bands in the case of two CH units per elementary cell)
provides a clear picture for theoretical discussions. Another advantage is the relative
abundance of experimental measurements performed on polyacetylene crystalline films.

In the present work we treat th_:correlation effects in the exciton approximation, which can be
understood within the particle=hole propagator formalism (1). The energy bands in
polyacetylene can be separated ha cr and _ bands, and we report the excitonic transitions for
different bands. Funhermor,_, we define several levels of approximation by taking either one
or two-time ordering in the two-panicle propagator or the band-band interaction into account
(1-3).

2. Theoretical Methods end Com0p.Lt:,-ati0n_.lDetails

The brief description of the exciton ferrnalism i_ given in P,efs. (1-3).

The calculations were performed with the STO-6G basis. The two CH units in the elementary
cell had the following parameters: C-C distance is 1.377 A, C-Iq[1.08 _ and the C-C-C angle
is 120°. The polymer is oriented along the z direction.

;_.Res_Jlts_nd Discussion

The band structure obtained is shown in Fig. (l). Bands 7 and :8have _ and _* character, i.e.

the Hartree-Fock eigenfunctions are combinations of py functions (oriented perpendicular to
the polymer plane). On the other hand, the eigenfunctions of the bands 3 to 6 and 9 to 12 are

located in the polymer plane with no py contributions (o and o* bands). The bands 6 and 7 are
crossing near the F point.

Table i shows the three lowest exciton energies calculated at different leve|s of

approximation. The first three rows show the exciton energies calculated with occupied and
• unoccupied bands of different symmetries. By comparing these results with those in the last

row it is obvious that the G-_ coupling plays a minor (if any) role in the exciton calculation.
The difference between the TD and RP approximation is of the order of 0.8 eV. Compared to
the HF picture, both approximations (TD and RP) lead to a lowering of the exciton energies

-_ (by about 1 eV for n--_* and 5 eV for o--o* excitons). In Table 1B we report the excitons at
=

= 21
=

_

" ,n .a _'_, _1



K-0.25 H/a. From Fig. (1) it is obvious that the exciton energies become larger for g-lt*
excitons. The gap, which is included in Eq. (1) via Eq. (2), becomes larger for the non-zero
momentum-transferexcitations.The opposite is truefor o-_* and _--o* excitons.

The electron-loss-spectrashow a sharp peak at 4.9 eV and also a wide, strong peak at about
22.5 eV. The lowest calculated energiesfor the _-lt* and o--_* singlet excitons are4.225 eV
and 21.536 eV. The spectra also display small overlappingpeaks at 9 eV, 12.5 eV and 17 eV,
which may belong to the o-x* and_-o* excitons. _ •

Figs. 2 (A,B,C) show the exciton densities of states within the approximations described
above.

4. Conclusions

Thiswork belongsto theclassof ab initio calculationsthat includecorrelationeffectsin the
treatment of trans-polyacetylene.Severalcalculationshave been performedin the framework
of the single-particle Green's function formalism. This means that they treat the transitions
from the ground state to the quasi-panicle bands as band-to-band transitions. The exciton
picture, on the other hand, includes two-particle states. In comparisonwith previouswork, we
have introduced both time orderingsin the panicle-hole propagator. Additionally,we have
investigatedthe excitons between bands of differentsymmetry.

The energy-loss function, which is a measurablequantity, for instance with electron energy
loss spectroscopy, may serveas a significanttest for calculations of the type shown here. This
quantity is verysensitivenot only to the correct positioningof the excitation bands,but also to
the wave functions used to calculate the transition probabilities.It is also of interest to
establish whether the large peak observed at about 21 eV is of collective nature (e.g.
plasmonic excitation) or whether it continues to represent single-panicle transitions. Such
calculations are currentlyunderwayin our laboratory.

Reference_: -

1. M.G. Vracko and M. Zaider, Int. ]. QuantumChem. 4_L321 (1992).

2. M.G. Vracko and M. Zalder, Int. J. QuantumChem. (accepted)
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Figure 1" The Hartree-Fock band structure Z/eV
of trans-polyacetylene. Figure 2 A: The excitondensity of states

(DOS) inthe Hartree-Fockapproximation
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Figure 2 B: The exciton density of states Figure 2 C: The exciton density of state_
(DOS) inthe Tamm-Dancoffapproximation (DOS) inthe Random-Phaseapproximation
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Table 1: The three lowest exciton energies. The three levels of approximation (HF, TD
and RP) are defined in the text (energies in eV).

K=0
occ. - HF TD RP

unocc, singlet triplet singlet triplet "
_-_* 5.144 4.075 / 3.225 2.467

5.582 5.205 4.024 4.948 .
7.323 5.586 4.192 5.586

o--_* 17.265 10.733 10.204 10.732 10.203
11.929 11.607 11.065 10.534
14.472 14.298 11.927 11.602

_t--o* 22.115 16.739 16.036 16.557 15.835
17.253 16.565 16.784 16.130
18.628 18.159 17.131 16.462

o--o* 26.587 22.297 16.579 21.536 15.460
23.192 18.125 22.361 17.104
23.739 21.859 22.610 17.487

o,g - o*,_t* 4.022 / 3.167 2.358
5.586 5.189 3.963 4.881
7.276 5.586 4.105 5.586

K=0.25H/a

occ. - HF TD RP

unocc, singlet triplet sin_let triplet
_t--_* 9.283 5.070 / 4.165 /

8.183 6.903 5.152 5.276
8.668 7.470 6.938 7.141

o-_* 21.171 10.337 9.892 10.335 9.891
12.465 12.048 10.479 10.032
13.863 13.556 12.463 12.044

n-o* 21.973 16.359 15.735 16.190 15.578
16.785 16.216 16.403 15.799
18.651 18.161 16.708 16.144

o--_* 28.359 22.092 16.574 21.699 15.902
23.126 18.073 22.165 16.858
23.727 21.717 22.796 17.567

o,g - o*,_t* 5.020 / 4.061 /
8.181 6.888 5.072 5.087
8.655 7.170 6.878 6.858 "
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ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN CONDENSED WATER

M. Zaider, M.G. Vracko and A. Y.C. Fung

Introduction

Electron, and more generally charged-particle transport in biomatter represents an important
step in describing the biological effects of ionizing radiation. Transport calculations are

• expected to provide a description of the spatial and temporal pattern of those radiation-
induced molecular alterations deemed responsible for the biological effect. Traditionally, this
task has been accomplished with the aid of Monte Carlo simulation codes where charged
particles interact with a "genetic" biological material, most often water vapor. Cellular density
is accounted for by scaling distances to the density of liquid water. The physics of charged
particle interaction with water vapor is reasonably well understood, and it is quite abundantly
supported with good quality experimental cross sectional data. This is the primary reason for
the widespread usage of vapor-based calculations.

More recently efforts have been made to treat explicitly interactions in condensed matter'.
The implementation in an event-by-event Monte Carlo transport code of our previously-
reported interaction cross sections for crystalline water (cubic ice) is reported here.

Electron (and charged particle) transport in a condensed medium is usually treated in the so-
called semi-classical approximation:. In between energy loss events primary and secondary
electrons are assumed to travel along rectilinear trajectories (quantum mechanically, wave
packets are introduced at this point). The quantum mechanical system consisting of the
primary electron and the crystal is taken to be separable in the sense that"

le, crystal>=le>lerystal>. (l)

One may then apply the first Born approximation and use stationary (time-independent)
properties of the crystal to obtain interaction probabilities.

Within this approximation, the double-differential cross section for electron scattering
resulting in energy loss coand momentum transfer q is given by:

d_cr_ 2 llm [ 1 ] (2)

N is the total electron density in the crystal, v is the velocity of the incident electron, m is the
electron mass, and e(q,o_) is the frequency (0_) and wave-vector (q) dependent dielectric

response function of the crystal. The cross section, o, is per crystal electron. In Eq(2) it is
assumed that g does not depend on the direction of q. lq and kf are the initial (final) momenta

of the projectile, and 0 is the polar scattering angle, o and q are not independent quantities:

, q=ka-kf,
1 i : (3)

k-*,).
J

An expression equivalent to Eq(2) is
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d2(A"l) l ..kf1 I

e(q,ca)1"= (e_0)2 (_)_-_ Im[ (4)d_

Here, momentum transfer is replaced with the scattering solid angle, d[2; A=I/(N6) is the

mean free path of the electron and aois the Bohr radius. The quantity Im[-1/e] is termed the
energy-loss function of the crystal; it is related to the more familiar quantity, differential
oscillator strength, as follows:

df(co,q) 2co [ 1 ]L (5)
where o_ is the plasma frequency for an electron gas (o_=4_N). The energy-loss function
satisfies the Thomas-Reiche-Kulm sum rule:

cap

j df(q, ca) dca= 1. (6)
dca

0

Other quantities useful in electron transport result from Eq(2) in an obvious manner. Thus, the
single-collision spectrum is given by:

_-_ _ k--Tj,. lm , (7)= e(q, ca)

where:

q=a,.,x = k, ± x/(k? - 2ca). (8)

Within the approximation stated above, the electron transport problem requires the evaluation
of the dielectric response function. This is discussed below.

Theevaluationof e(a.(o)

Experimental informationon e(q,(o) for biomaterials(includingwater) is rather limited; it is
typicallyrestrictedto the q=Oregionof the (q,(o)plane,as obtainedfrom measurementsof the
refractionindexor electronscattering.Sinceelectrontransportrequirescrosssectionsat non-
zero momentum transfer,it is necessaryto evaluatee(q,o)) theoretically.The basis for this
evaluationis:

= _r_' + 4zte2 k_ F_q+r)'(k)F<q*r_'(k)
err,(q, ca)

Iq+ KIIq + K'I -rr- Em(k + q) -- E, (k) -- ca-- i_" (9)

In this expression the crystal is described in terms of one-electron wave functions Ink> of band
index n, crystal wave vector k and energy E,(k). K and K' are reciprocal lattice vectors, [2 is
the crystal volume and 8. is an infinitesimal positive number (the limit Ii+_0 is taken at the

end). The summation in Eq(9) is over ali occupied states, n, and unoccupied (conduction)
states, m. Also:
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Fq,m(k )=_l_e"q_lm,k+ q>. (1 O)

A direct evaluation of Eq(9) requires a complete quantum mechanical description of the
crystal. For all but the simplest systems this is not possible, primarily because of computing
limitations. In a previous paper we have described calculations of the dielectric response
function for cubic ice; the results were obtained within the tight-binding approximation. We
have evaluated directly Eq(9) (but with local field corrections ignored, that is K=0, K'=0),

• fitted available optical data (q=0), and extended then the result in the (to,q) plane. An example
of calculated e(q,(o) is shown in Fig. 1. These results may be used directly in the Monte Carlo
transport code.

The .transport code for condensed

' water_" _" The code described here (symbolically
termed DELTAI) is a modified version ofI11-

- our water-vapor based code, PROTON'.
" t,_- • Features common to both codes are not

being further discussed here. This includes,
_" for instance, the treatment of electron

k (;_/'L-/t _ a' _6 __,,(,.u.) elastic scattering for which no data exist on,,. i.roq_len_ condensed water other than at
subexcitation energies. These latter are

Figure 1' The energy-loss function, Im[-1/e(q,¢o)], treated separately as described below. The
calculated as a function of frequency and wave treatment of vibrational excitation is also
vector, similar to that used in PROTON; the

excitation energies for these processes
were taken, however, from data on ice5.

The evaluation of e(q,to) of Eq(9) requires computationally-intensive calculations of the
single-particle band structure and wave functions. The dielectric response function was
evaluated in the domain 0<o'<3.6 a.u., 0<lql<9 a.u. Although separate calculations have been

performed along qx, q, q, (and combinations thereof) the results used in the code DELTAI
represent spherically-symmetric averages of these quantities.

The problem of analytically continuing the energy loss function, Im[-1/e(q,to)] at large q
values (at a fixed to) has been discussed by Dillon et al' for the case of secondary electrons
resulting from the ionization of molecules by charged particles. We have used an expression
similar to that suggested in the cited paper, namely:

1 _ y_ A,(_)q 2'
Im[-e(--_,_)l= ) [(q2_2XtO)2+Slq=]M (11)

w

Although in the molecular case parameters such as I and M have well defined interpretations t'
we have used them here simply as adjustable constants. Fig.2 shows an example of a

spectrum, da(e0,q)/dq, as a function ofq for l-keV electrons. Here o)=21.8 eV.
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The single-collision (secondary electron)
0.6 spectrum,do(co,T)/do), for primaryelectrons

" / I'. = t kev with kinetic energy T can be obtained by
o.4- " Le eV integratingthe expressions, Eqs(2) and (11),

over ali allowed momentum transfers. To
extrapolate this spectrum at energies (t_100

o.2- eV we have used the analyticform proposed
"_ by Greenand Sawada_: '

, dC_as(rO,T) A(T)0.0-: .. , , , _." '. , i = , (12)
o.o ao 4.0 ez ao t_ _.0 dm [m-B(T)]2+F2(T)

q / a.u. whereo_ [0,T/2]and,again,assuggested7

Figure2. The spectrum,do(o_,q)/dq,as a andF areparameterizedasfollows:
functionof q for 1-keV electrons. 1

B(T)=az-_, (13)
T+a_

F(T)= thT . (14)
T+a4

Fig.3showsthesinglecollisionspectrum,dA'_(o))/do_,asafunctionofe0forl-keVelectrons.
Thetotalcrosssection,a,asafunctionofthekineticenergyoftheelectron,T,isdisplayedin

Fig.4.Alsoshowninthisfigureisthetotalcrosssectionforwatervaporasusedinthecode
DELTA 4.Overtherangeofelectronenergiesshowna forcondensedwaterislargerthanits
counterpartforthevaporphase.Totalcrosssectionsareobtainedeitherbydirectintegration
ofdo/dr_or-atlargerenergies-throughthedeviceoftheFanoplot.

" "°1

iqI ao-

__ LO-

oJll ..... '"'"°°kO-V"70'"70";'0'
' , , ,,,,,i_ ' ' ' T/ kevt ld .to"

ru / eV Figure 4: The total crosssection, o, as a

Figure 3. The single collisionspectrum, dA"1 function of the kinetic energy, T, of the
electron. The results for ice (solid) and

((o)/dco,for 1-keV electrons, vaporwater (dash)are shown. '

The treatment of excitonic states in condensed water is somewhat problematic. As already
anticipated, a significant reduction in the probabilityof excitonic transitionsoccurs as water
vapor condenses. Spectroscopic analyses8 reveal two transitions, at 8.7 and 10.4 eV, which
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appear in both cubic and amorphous ice, and could therefore be associated with molecular
excitons. Based on this we have retained in the code the molecular Rydberg states (9.998 and
11.057 eV) and the dissociative continua at 7.44 eV and 9.85 eV. As opposed to molecular
excitations, excitonic transitions are induced with momentum transfer. Improved calculations
need to take this into account.

The transport of sub,excitationelectrons

• A recurrent problem in electron transport is the treatment of subexcitation electrons (typically
of energy below several eV). The quantity of interest here is the thermalization range of these
electrons and its statistical distribution (range straggling). In water vapor subexcitation
electrons interact with molecular, vibrational and rotational modes. Cross sections for these
processes are available4. In condensed water, however, the situation is quite different: a)
interaction cross sections as a function of energy and momentum transfer are largely unknown
[an exception are the recent results of Michaud and Sanche9 that give total cross sections for
electrons above 2.7 eV interacting with films of amorphous ice]; and b) quantum mechanical
considerations make it difficult to continue to use Monte Carlo schemes based on random

walk of electrons with well defined momentum along well defined straight-line trajectories
when the wave length spans many target molecules. To put it differently, the assumptions
behind Eq(1) are no longer valid. Monte Carlo studies of the transport of subexcitation
electrons in solid water have been nevertheless undertaken _°.

Another possibility is to use experimental data on electron photoinjection from metals into
electrolyte solutions (PIMES). The details of this technique have been recently reviewed by
Konovalov et aP'. We have used this information to obtain an explicit analytic expression for
the range distribution of subexcitation electrons. This is:

hE(l) = _fl (/,E) 1+ -- , (15)

where hE(l) is the probability distribution function for the range, 1, of an electron of energy E
and f_(l,E) is a normal distribution [mean ro(E) and variance a2]. Fig.5 shows several
distribution functions for the range of subexcitation electrons. The simulation of these
distributions has been implemented in the code DELTAI.

- Microdosimetric,.results
=J]-O-_
0.6_] Subexcltatton electro= In this section we present several results

1 obtained from electron tracks in condensed

_-1 . 1 water. In Fig.6 we compare our results for the
•3-1_[fi stopping power of water for electrons (solid

line) with results obtained in other

_,o'_/L1 3ell__'__-'_ calculations. There appears to be fair
• at V agreement between our calculations and the

oo-; ;"r" _ T- ;'- C"- stopping power evaluations of Ashley _ and
'_ td_o =J_ =Lo =k, _.0 _ ,* - Kutcher and Green _3. However, the earlier

. range /nm results of Ritchie et aPs are significantly larger.

Fig 5: The range distribution of subexcitation For high-energy electrons we obtain for the
electrons at the energies indicated, energy per ion pair (w) a value of 21.2 eV, in
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line with some experimental determinations.'At the same electron energy the water vapor
result is w=29 eV. For comparison purposes, Turneret aPreport w=24.6 eV for liquid water
and w=30 eV for vapor, while Kutcher and Green13obtain w=28.5 eV and w=30.7 eV,
respectively.

aao The question of whether there are significant
soo- /''' spatial differences between the distribution of

/ , _ ,,,, ,i inelastic energy deposition events in vapor and .

mo. l/_..5,',,"
-_; x condensedphasemay be addressedby calculating

moo- / /-'g,, ',,
= f--- _..,,,=_ o,m microdosimetricdistributions.While - as already

• • _*=°

,, Iea- ] ',::_'_ indicated - it is not clear that in the condensed

_ mo./ _.._:._._ phase the location of the energy loss event is
x.m..,_,_ identical with the location of the energy60- xaaam. ==d

o " absorption event we have assumed such
0"=' .... "i'0"i'7 .... _f ...... 'ii_ differcr,,.ces(if real) to be much less than

'r / keV micrometer dimensions. In Fig.7 we compare
microdosimetricspectra for 30-keV electrons in

Figure6: Ourresultsforthe stoppingpower 1-1_mdiameter spheres containing water vaporof crystallinewater (solidline) are compared
withothercalculations,asindicated. (solidcurve)or condensedwater(dashedcurve).

One notes a largernumberof events at high linear
energy (y) values in the condensed phase. This is reflectedin increasedvalues of the frequency
average (YF)and the close average (YD)of y. TOthe extent that YDis an index of biological
effectiveness_' the results shown in Fig7 suggest the potential importance of solid state
microdosimetryin radiobiologicalapplications.

t.u., lt is a pleasure to acknowledge illuminating
vapor lee discussionswith Prof.R. Ritchie and Dr. M. Inokuti.

_2- yr-=1.4 | yr=Z.O The possibilityof obtainingthe range of subexcitation

YDffi2"7 Jl..Yn=4"0
._ o.o- electrons from the PIMES data was suggested to usbyDr. D. Brenner.
• o.u- d-_ .m _=,,_m

0,3

-----0 ;" .... '" tf
y kc=V/j=,,l

Figure7. Microdosimetricspectrafor
watervapor(solidcurve)andcrystalline
water (dashed curve) for 30-keV
electrons.Thesitediameteris1I_m.In
thisrepresentationthe areaunderthe
curveis proportionalwith the dose
deliveredin that intervalof lineal
=energy.
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A MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF SUBLETHAL DAMAGE REPAIR AND

INTERACTION DURING CONTINUOUS LOW DOSE-RATE IRRADIATION

M. Zaider (with C. S. Wuu)

Introduction

The clinicaluseof low dose-ratebrachytherapyhasa longhistory.With this typeof treatment, a
high radiation dose can be delivered to a tumor locally with a rapid dose fall-off in the
surroundingnormaltissue.Thistherapeuticadvantageof nonuniformdosedistributionis achieved
by meansof its geometry.The effect of dose-rateon the therapeuticgain is however harderto
determine.

Cells irradiatedat low dose-rateare subjectto threeprocesses(°:a) sublethaldamagerepair,b)
repopulation,and c) redistributionof cells in the cell cycle. A typical implant (such as the
treatmentof cervixcarcinoma)consistsof irradiatingthe tumor at a doserate of 50 cCd/br for 40
hrs. At this doserate, cell repopulationis ummponantbecausethe irradiationslowsthe cell
progressionthroughtheG2 block. It is widelybelievedthat thesurvivalpropertiesof populations
of cellsexposedto protracteddosesof radiationare dominatedby repairprocesses,the effectof
reassonment of cells within the cell cycle, and the difference in radiosensitivity in each phase of
the mitotic cycle. It is desirable to increase the cell damage by taking advantage of the fact that
cells progress into a more sensitive phase of the cycle. The influence of cell-cycle redistribution on
cell killing is more dramatic for certain cell lines (such as HeLa cells) than for othersez).Survival
properties due to variation in the phase-dependent radiosensitivity has generally been regarded as
minimal. There has been no theoretical analysis on the effect of changes in radiosensitivity through
cell cycle on the overall survival properties.

We describe a mathematical model to calculate the survival property of cells that are progressing

through the cell cycle during irradiation. Our model includes, a) phase- specific parameters, (x and

13,b) different recovery rates in each phase of the cell cycle, and c) the interaction of sublesions
produced in different phases of the cycle. The formalism presented here is conceptually (and, to a
certain extent, mathematically) equivalent to our previous treatment of cellular survival following
exposure to mixed-fields of radiationc3_.

Mathematical Model

The linear-quadratic formalism_4'5_for dose-effect curve is expressed as

e(D)=0tD+[]/_ (1)

or, for survival probability

S(D) =e _'a°' (2)

The survival expression, Eq(2), obtains if one assumes a Poisson distribution of the number of
• lesions, and also if lesions produce the effect (cell killing) independently. The yield of sublesions is

a measure of the sublethal damage in the cell. Futherrnore, cellular repair mechanisms may remove
. some of the sublethal damage.

Sublethal damage recovery will reduce the quadratic term of Eq (2) by a factor, q'
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q(x)= 2x-x2[l-ex] (3)

wherex-to/T,T istheirradiationtimeandtoisa recoveryconstant.The expression,Eq(3),
hasbeencalculatedfrom:

q(t)=J'o_(t')h(t')dt'. (4)

h(t)isthedistributionof timeintervalsbetweenpairsof sublesionsand x(t)=exp(-t/t0)
quantifiestheamountofsublesionleftunrepairedduringthetimeinterval,t.The expression,
Eq(2),hasbeenextendedtothesituationinvolvingsequentialexposurestotwo different
radiations(e,Iand2.Thus

2 to 2 tototo 1

-InS(D) Z [ap,+_,q(_)D_]+=,., (5)
where

q12(x,y,z) = xye'l'z (1-e'l'_)(1-eq'Y), (6)

tt and t2 are the respective irradiation time from radiation 1 and 2, and T is the time interval
between irradiations. The meaning of these expressions is obvious: the first two terms
representeffects produced by each radiation individually, the third term represent interactions
between sublesions produced by the first radiation (and left unrepaired) and sublesions
produced by the second radiation.

The situation of cells being exposed to radiation while moving through the mitotic cycle [and
changing their radiosensitivity parameters (ot,f_,t0i)] is analogous to the sequential exposure
scheme described above. To make the derivation below more manageableand easier to follow,
we divide the mitotic cell cycle in 4 intervals (G1, S, G2, M), assign to each stage parameters

ai,_, t0i,assumethatthecellspendsthetimeti0= I,2,3.,4)ineachinterval,anddonot
considertheeffectsofcelldivision.Thislatterassumptionmay beremoved,ifnecessary,but
itappearseasiertotreatitnon-analytically(i.e.withMonteCarlotechniques).Thetimea cell
spendsineachstageofthecellcycledependson dose,and a mathematicalformalismhas
beenproposedrecentlytoaccountforthisdependency(7).Giventheabsorbeddose,D, we
shallassumet_known.ThemaindifferencebetweenF_zl(6)andtheq expressionnecessaryfor

cyclingcellsisthattherecoveryconstants,t0i,changewithcellcyclestage,i.The new
expressionisderivedbelow:
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To be more specific we sha_!l be
concerned for the moment with the Dose rate •

factor-q14 describing the repair and
interaction of two sublesions, one
produced in G 1 (i = 1) and the other in

t_ ts t4
. M (i=4), see Fig. 1. We apply R

Eq.(4). The distribution of time

intervals, h(t), is given by at #t am p_ _ _= a, _4 I

h(t)= If(u)f(uq ._lau (7)

where f(u) is the dose rate (assumed Gt s _ u I
constant), see Figure I Note that 0 . -• time

, u_[0,tt] and tE[t_-(u+t4),tM-u], Figure 1" Graphicalrepresentationof the parameters
where tw= tl+t,z+t3+t4. From characterizingthe radiosensitivityof the cellsin different
Eq.(4): stagesofthemitoticcycle.

ql, =_ duJ 'M" exp( -t''u t'-z'_- t-2-3"t+u+tl-tM) at
""" to_ to2 to3 to4 (8)

This can be readily integrated. The result is:

.h. .& ._ &
qu = tolto4[1-e '°'][1-e '*'le i=_'= (9)

The general expression is:
k-I

_, tt

= to,to,e,=7.,'=[1-e"][1-e '=] (10)
t_tk

Eq.(5) is replaced with:

-lnS(D)=_ [o_,D_+[J,q(_3D_]+2_. _,_qa([J,[Jk,tnD, D, (11,
i<k

We have chosen the HeLa cells for this analysis because it is a human cervix cell line and
. because its cell kinetics is known. Terasima and Tolmach _8_were the first to report on the

variation in radiosensitivity of cells exposed to radiation during the cell cycle. Mitchell ct. al. ¢9>
have measured survival curves for HeLa cell cultures synchronized initially_ in mitosis and

' irradiated at dose rates of 0.37, 0.74 and 1.54 Gy/hr. From the data of Mitchell et. al_9_.,we
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have obtained the phase-specific radiosensitivity parameters, cx and _, and also the reduction
factor q. The repair time constant to was taken as 1.43 hrc9_.Table 1 shows these parameters
for each phase 9f the cell cycle.

Table I Phase-specific radiosensitivity parameters
used to calculate the survival curves for HeLa cells.

phase cx(Gy "_) 13(Gy .2)

G1 0.22 0.290

S 0.21 0.050

G2 0.2O 0.048

M 0.60 0.005
III

Griffth and Tolmach c14)have examined the response of HeLa cells before and after the arrest
point in G2 phase. These authors have found that HeLa cells undergo an abrupt increase in
sensitivity at or near the arrest point, and the radiosensitivity of the cells beyond this point is
close to that of mitotic cells. Based on these results, we have assigned the radiosensitivity of
mitotic cells to G2 cells that have passed the arrest point, i.e. about 2 hr after the S/G2
boundary. Under continuous low dose-rate h'radiation a block at G2+M phase has been
experimentally demonstrated for HeLa cells by Mitchell et. al. t9) In this study, a linear
relation of 3.0 hr per Gy/hr between G2 block duration and dose rate was used for V79 cells.

In a separate analysis c7)we have developed a mathematical model for cell-cycle progression
under continuous low dose-rate irradiation, and applied this model to the data of Mitchell et.
al. ¢9)Phase duration obtained from this analysis are given in Table 2.

Table II Phase duratiom (ht) for HeLa cells at different dose rates.

: phase 0.37 Cry/hr 0.7_4Gy/hr 1.54 Gy/hr
G1 10.7 8.8 8.3
S 9.2 8.9 10.2 ,,.

G2 45.2 39.3 64.0
" M 8.9 12.9 10.8

, ii ,-

The choice of repair times, to, is difficult. Analyses of human cell lines survival give
inconsistent results<15).For instance, for human cervix carcinoma cells, repair time constants

ranging from 0.5 to 8.0 hr. have been reportedCt°. A variation of to with the phase of the cell
cycle has been observed for V79 cells ctT).Similar infoxmation on human cells does not appear
to be available.To demonstrate the effect of repair time on celluar inactivation, we have used

repair time constants ranging from 0.1 to 7 hrs in these calculations.
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Results andDiscussion

Figure 2 shows calculated survival curves for
100 "l synchronous HeLa cells irradiated at low dose-
10-111 rate (0.74 Gy/hr) with repair time constant to

• = 10-_ = 3 hr. The parameters used for this
10-s calculationarelistedin Table 1 and 2. Our

• 1-_ model (solidline)shows a lower survival

lO'Z_ probability than the result obtained in a

10-6_ calculation(dashedline)where theinter-phase

10-v_ interactionbetweensublesionsisignored.The

O-a_ calculation was performed for synchronous

1 t/ = cellsinordertodemonstratcsmore closelyOS these effects. The sudden changes of slope
show the positions on the survival curves

Fig. 2 Survivalprobabilityfor synchronous cells where cells change phase during exposures. As
irradiatedat a dose rate of 0.74 Gy/hr.The result the dose-rate increases, the probability of
fromour model (solid line) is compareed withthe sublesion repair decreases, resulting in an
result obtainedif synergisticterm is neglected increased inter-phase interaction among

- (dashed line). The parametersused in this
calculationare indicatedin Table 1. The same sublesions,and thereforea larger difference in
repairtime constantwas usedfor ali stagesof survival responsebetweenthe two models.
cellcycle:to = 3 h.

_;-tl'rP ,:_/,,7 _ In Fig. 3 we compare our model with the data

=r/= of Mitchell et. al.(9) At each of the 3 dose mms

employed (0.37, 0.74 and 1.54 Gy/h) the effect

of radiosensitivity change is apparent. We note

to-','] ",.,"
°,.,-zq _, d,.._,, .-a cy/h the inverse dose-rateeffect at D > 12 Gy for
JLUI /'_, ='_,/

i_ t_/x-.., =,,:,-,.. 0.37 Gy/h and 0.74 Gy/h obtained both:I0 --. ,-,

"'-,, ",,,',,, experimentally and theoretically. The quality of
10 "'- "-"-",_ ",,', the data are such that we cannot further assess

1 ",,,:, the contribution to this inverse dose-rate effect of

10 -v changes in radiosensitivity versus changes in
o e to = =o = ao repair constants, during the mitotic cycle.

Dose / Gy
Fig. 4 shows the effect of repair time on the

Fig. 3 The points representsurvivingfraction surviving probability with and without the inter-
of HeLacellsfromMitchellct. al.(9)for various phase interactions between sublesions.As the
doserates.The linesrepresentfitsto thedata recovery constant,to, increases,the difference inobtainedfromourmodel.

. survival response between the models increases,

as expected. At 0.74 Gy/hr, there is no difference in survival between the two models for to =
0.1 hr. For to =7 hr, however, the difference may be as much as two orders of magnitude (
e.g. at 15 Gy). This difference will further increase as dose rate increases.
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10°'l In conclusion:
lO-t_ 1. A consistent application of the dual

1)_.:_-_ radiation action mechanism (under

1 whatever label the investigator may wantto use it, e.g. the "incomplete repair
l_-s__-_'_ model(_8)'') requires an expression in

10_vm which sublesion interaction and repaJ.ris .explicitly taken into account for ali the
10-7_ phases of the mitotic cycle. We have
10"_ .... , provided a mathematical description ofo

Dose / Gy thisstatement.
2. For a variety of practical situations (dose

Fig.4 The offset of changingthe repairtime
on the surviving fraction.Solid and dashed rate, cell lines, dose)the neglectof a)
curveshavethesamemeaningas in Fig.2. the variation of radiosensitivitythrough
Recoveryconstants,to are , from top to the mitotic cycle, b) variationof repair
bottom:0.1,1,2, 3,5 and7 hrs. ability throughthe cycle, and c) inter-

phasesublesioninteractionmay lead to
significant errors.

3. This study has underlined several cellular parameters that need further experimental
investigation before a more precise calculation can be performed. For example, the
phase-specific radiosensitivity parameters (ct and 13)and repair time constant (to) need
to be measured for various cell lines. The latter is very difficult to measure, and
currently no reliable information exists.

The authors would like to thank Drs. W.K. Sinclair, R. Nath, C.S. Lange and K.T. Wheeler
for helpful discussions.
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::ACHROMOSOMAL "FINGERPRINT" FORPAST EXPOSURE TO DENSELY-10NIZING,:
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D. J. Brenner, R. K. Sachs (University of California, Berkeley)

We suggest, and give evidence that densely-ionizing radiations such as alpha particles from
radon daughters, or fission neutrons, leave a distinctive chromosomal "fingerprint" which may
be detected long after radiation exposure. Specifically, they produce an anomalously low ratio
of inter-chromosome to intra-chromosome inter-arm exchange-type chromosome aberrations,
in comparison with either x rays or chemical carcinogens. Such a distinctive and measurable
marker would have significant scientific, legal, and societal implications.

Introduction

Several groups of people, such as nuclear power workers, inhabitantsof high-level radon
areas,uranium miners,andpersonsexposedto A-bomb tests,have potentially been exposed
to significant doses of densely-ionizingradiation, such as alpha particles or neutrons.1
Consequently, determination of whether individuals, particularly those who later developed
cancer, did in fact receive significant radiation doses, is an important societal and legal issue.
Thus there has been considerable interest in finding a detectable biological "fingerprint"

.- preferentially produced by densely-ionizing radiation. Several possible candidates have been
suggested 2-4but no corresponding mechanistic basis has as yet been outlined.

Na,lure of the chromosompl "fingerprint"

On mechanistic grounds, the ratio of inter-chromosome to intra-chromosome exchange-type
chromosome aberrations should be, and is, significantly different after exposure to
densely-ionizing radiations, compared with sparsely-ionizing radiations such as x rays, or
other environmental carcinogens.

Exchange-type chromosomal aberrations are formed by interaction between pairs of DNA
double-strand breaks (DSB), either on different chromosomes, or on different arms of the
same chromosome, or on a single chromosome arm (see Table 1). The non-lethal
chromosomal aberrations are stable and can be measured 5"7 in irradiated cells and their

progeny many decades after exposure.

Table 1. Relevant chromosomal aberration types. The Fvalue is the ratio of the second
column yield to the third.

Inter-chromosomal Intra '-chromosomal
Inter-arm

Stable ' Translocations Pericentric Inversions

(non lethal)
Unstable Dicentrics Centric Rings

(lethal).

If ali DSB produced in a cell nucleus were equally likely to interact with one another, the ratio
(F) of inter-chromosomal to intra-chromosomal, inter-arm aberrations would be
approximately the number of chromosomal arms (92 in humans). However it has long been
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known 8 that pairs of DSB on different chromosomes that are distant from each other within
the nucleus are less likely to interact, resulting in a decrease in the F value. For example, x-ray
exposure, which produces DSB roughly uniformly, yields F values around 15 (see below).

Densely-ionizing radiations, however, exhibit a unique property that reduces the F value even
further. These radiations produce spatially inhomogeneous energy depositions, and thus DSB,
that are much closer together than those produced by sparsely-ionizing radiations such as x

• rays, or chemical carcinogens. Consequently it is expected that intra-chromosomal aberrations
would be further increased relative to inter-chromosomal aberrations, the resulting smaller F
value representing a "fingerprint" of densely-ionizing radiation.

Experimental,data

There is much data in the literature, both in vivo and in vitro, on yields of inter- and
intra-chromosomal aberrations. Otten, F values are not well determined, because of the
smaller number of intra-chromosomal aberrations produced. What adequate data are available,
as we discuss, suggest that densely-ionizing radiation does produces characteristically low F
values.

Some of the data refer to stable aberrations, whilst others refer to lethal aberrations. In terms
of a detectable chromosomal "fingerprint," only the long-lasting stable aberrations are of
interest. However, it would be expected6, 7 and there is evidence (see below) that F values for
unstable aberrations follow the same pattern as those for stable aberrations, and thus may be
used to augment the stable-aberration results.

In vivo, there are many measurements of F values after accidental or radiotherapeutic
exposures to sparsely-ionizing radiation. For Chernobyl-region inhabitants, a ratio of 37±19
was measured; 9 for individuals exposed to _, rays in the Goiania accident, the measured ratio
was 20-a:3;10for radiotherapy patients, where data are adequate for analysis, the mean F value
is 18+9;11 these data deriving from both stable and unstable aberrations. For densely-ionizing
radiation, the'most extensive in-vivo data are for individuals injected with the alpha-particle-
emitting contrast agent Thorotrast: the largest study yields F=5.0-a:0.3,12 and smaller studies
report similar "numbers. Measurements on workers exposed to plutonium (emitting alpha
particles) yield F=5.6±3.0 for stable aberrations, and F=4.5±2.0 for unstable aberrations. 13
Finally, measurements 14 on workers accidentally exposed to radiation consisting of--88% (by
dose equivalent) densely-ionizing neutrons yielded F=5.7±3.5 for stable aberrations, and
5.0-a:2.4for unstable aberrations.

In vitro, several very large-scale studies have been conducted. The largest study for
sparsely-ionizing radiation yielded 15 F=16.7+0.9, in agreement with the value of 164-5
obtained from a literature survey. 16 By contrast, analysis of human lymphocyte cells exposed
to densely-ionizing neutrons 17gave a significantly smaller value ofF=5.6+0.5.

Discussion
J,

In summary, F values in-vitro are consistent with those measured after irradiation in vivo,
both showing significantly smaller values for densely-ionizing radiations compared with x or

• rays. The data suggest that an F value of around 5 is characteristic of densely-ionizing
radiation, in contrast to significantly larger values for x or ), rays.
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Although chemical carcinogens often produce damage at specific sites within the genome,
such damage is unlikely to be preferentially located on pairs of sites on opposite arms of one
chromosome. 18 Chemical carcinogens would therefore not be expected to produce
anomalously low F values; although few adequate data sets are available, a typical value is
30_:5 for bleomycin-induced damage in vitro. 19

Using F values from stable aberrations, possibly measured long after exposure, presupposes
no differential loss over time of translocations relative to pericentric inversions. No data are
available on the relative loss rates of these aberrations. However, the structural similarities
between these aberration types suggest that differential loss would be unlikely.

F values for stable chromosome aberrations in individuals can be measured using Giemsa
staining techniques, 5-7 and faster measurement techniques can be developed using fluorescent
in-situ hybridization.7 The results should provide stronger evidence than currently possible as
to whether an individual was exposed to a significant dose of densely-ionizing radiation.

This chromosomal "fingerprint" would facilitate epidemiological studies investigating the
relationship between radiation exposure and cancer. "Molecular epidemiology" is a powerful
teel for chemical risk assessment, 2° and the same techniques could be applied to
epidemiological studies of, for example, radon effects.
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i: ::: : _ BIOLOGICAL MODELLING

D. ,L Brenner

There seems little question that future directions in radiotherapywill involve altered or
customized fractionation schedules (Cooper, 1990). Recent interest in accelerated and
hyper-fractionation,high close-ratebrachytherapy,and the search for predictive assays for
tumorproliferation,aliexemplifythis trend.

The linear-quadraticmodel, the formalism for which was first described by Lea and
Catcheside (1942), is now the modellingtool of choice (e.g. Fowler, 1989) for investigating
alternativefractionationschedules.In this model the biological effect, E, of an acute dose of
radiation,D, is relatedto a combinationof dose anddose-squaredterms:

= D+D2 (1)

where ot/[3 is an empirically-determinedparameter. When the dose is protracted (with
fractionation or low dose rate), there is time for sublethal damage repair to act on the
dose-squared component, but the linear dose term will be unchanged. Thus the close-squared
term is reduced and the effect is now relatedto

E/IB= (tx/I3)D + G D2 (2)

where the quantityG (<I) can be calculatedfrom the particularfractionation/ LDR scheme
used, and a parameterto representthe speed of sublethaldamage repair.For repairgoverned
by first-order kinetics, this parameter can be represented by one (or more) half times for
sublethal damage repair,T½.

Thus, in principle, knowing _ and TtA (and/or their distributions), it is possible to
investigate the equivalence of any fractionationschemeto any other, eitherfor earlyor for late
effects. There are, in fact, some situations where _[_ but not TVaneed be known - in
particular, a fractionation schedule with many hours between treatments, where time for full
sublethal damage repair is allowed; for brachytherapy,or accelerated or hyper-fractionated
regimes,however, both parametersneed to be known.

Note that, in general, we also need to consider proliferationduring the overall times of the
treatments; here, for illustrative purposes, we avoid this by assuming that the various
treatments take the same overalltime.

Available data for 0_/[3and T_A derived from results in the clinic have been summarized by
Thames et al (1990), for normal tissues in animals by Thames and Hendry (1987), and for
animal tumors by Williams et al (1985) and Guttenberger et al (1990). In-vitro data for
[oc,[3,T_A]from cells of human origin have been reviewed by Brenner and Hall (1991). Figure
1 indicates that, for the parameterot/[3,the human, animal,and in-vitro data appear consistent
with each other, ali showing a verybroadrange of values.
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Figure 1: Comparisonof cdl3valuesderived uben et al, 1991, Rojas et al, 1989, and
cells of humanorigin in vitro (shaded histogram 'avis et al, 1985. The p value refers to the
Brenner & Hall, 1991), from clinical data (full estimated using Kendall's ¢ test
curve: log-normal distributionfitted to data fol Kendall, 1938), that oJI3 and T½ are
human tumors from review by Thames et a! ndependent.
(1990)), and from animal tumor data
curve: log-normaldistributionfitted to data for
clamped tumors from review by Williams et al There are many more data available for off[_

(1985). than for TI,_. From the clinic, there is really

only one published report in which both 0d[_ and T IA were obtained from the same clinical
results; this was from Turesson and Thames (1989) for post-mastectomy irradiation. For
normal tissues in animals, there are at least 16 data setsin which (x/13and T I/_ were obtained

together (Thames ct al, 1984; Dale ct al, 1988;Dewit ct al, 1987; Anget al, 1985; Vegesna et
al, 1985; Vegesna et al, 1989; Travis ct al, 1987; Steel et al, 1989; Ang et al, 1987; Thames et
al, 1988; Scalliet et al, 1989; Stuben et al, 1991; Kojas et al, 1989; Travis et al, 1985). The
data are shown in Fig. 2. Only two such data sets are known for animal tumors, from

Guttenberger et al (1990) and Rojas et al (1989). In vitro, where experiments may be

performed rather more easily and with better statistics, 36 paired data sets for [o_/[3,TI/_] from
cells of human origin were reviewed by Brenner and Hall (1991).

The normal-tissue animal data in Fig. 2 show an inverse correlation - as oU[3 increases, Ty2

decreases. Appropriate non-parametric (i.e. model independent) tests for correlation are the

Spearman rank test (Spearman 1904) or the Kendall x test (Kendall 1938). For these
normal-tissue animal data, both tests indicate that the probability of off[_ and T_/2 being

' independent is less than 0.1%. On the other hand, the animal-tumor data of G-uttenberger ct al
(1990) and R,ojas ct al (1989), though limited in number for correlation analysis, do not show
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this inverse correlation, and suggest a possible positive correlation (significant at 80%
confidence level).

In light of the highly-significant correlation found in the normal-tissue animal data, we have

investigated possible relationships between (x/j3 and T½ in in-vitro data for cells of human
origin. The data for cells of human origin are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows these
in-vitro data for normal cells of human origin and, using the non-parametric tests described
above, we can say, at the 90% confidence level, that the data are inversely correlated (the
probability that the parameters are independent is 9.2%). Figure 4 shows the corresponding
in-vitro data for tumor cells of human origin. In this case we can say with 90% (or 95%)

confidence that the parameters W[3 and T½ have a positive correlation (the probability that
they are independent is 4.6%).

10(X) can,,oeh,-_,-,-t-,,,,_,.=q,_=,t,_..n,ro 1000, x,=-m,d==u.°e_,,,...,..,=._,,,.,,,, ,_t,.=p,-o.o4m m,o.=,=
D
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Figure4: Summaryof o(/13andT½ data fol

Figure3: Summaryof oJI3andT½ datafor normalcellsof humanoriginin vitro,wher(
cells of humantumororigin,in vitro,where these parameterswere obtainedtogether
these parameterswere obtained together (Brenner& Hall,1991).Thep valuerefersto
(Brenner& Hall, 1991).Thep valuerefersto the probability,estimatedusing Kendall's"_
,the probability,estimatedusing Kendalrs,_ test (Kendall,1938), that oJl_and TV=are
test (Kendall,1938), that oJI3and T½ are independent.
independent.

Thus both the in-vivo and the in-vitro data appear to suggest that a/J3and T!A are correlated -
an inverse correlation for normal cells, and a positive correlation for tumor cells. As pointed
out by Ang et al (1987), if ali other factors were kept constant (the effect, E, and the
quadratic term, [3), then a fluctuation (say upward) in the regression estimate of o_/[3would
necessitate a compensating downward fluctuation in the estimate of G (see Equation (2)), and
hence in T½, thus making for an inverse correlation. However, there is no reason to suppose
that the estimate of [3would not also fluctuate in such estimates, which would eliminate this
"curve-fitting" explanation of the observed correlations. It should be noted that
maximum-likelihood methods were used to obtain most of the data sets discussed here

(Thames et al, 1986, Brenner & Hall, 1991), and it is thus unlikely that these correlations are
spuriously produced by the data fitting procedures used.

If these correlations are real, they may well represent the influence of a third "hidden"
variable. For example, cellular proliferation - and thus the fraction of cells in different parts of
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the cell cycle- is often considered to be a determinant of the oc/l_ratio (Hall, 1988), and it is
quite plausible to suppose that repair rates will also be different in different parts of the cell
cycle, due to such factors as chromatin structure and enzymatic availability.

Apart from the mechanistic questions raised, there are important methodological implications
• for the use of the linear-quadratic model in designing alternative fractionation regimes. From

Fig. 1, it is clear that the use of single "representative" values of od13is unwise; this is also true
- for T,A, which has an even broader range of measured values (Brenner & Hall, 1991). Prima

facie, a reasonable approach would be to consider an appropriate range of o,/1_values and T½
values, and repeat the calculations for parameter values coveting these ranges; this is implicitly
done, for example, by Fowler (1989; 1990), Dale (1986) and Thames and Hendry (1987); at
that point the results might be averaged, or the most conservative accepted, or the results
examined to see which are in best accord with clinical data.

Such an approach, however, will not work if the or/13and T½ really are correlated. If this is
the case, as the discussions above seem to suggest, then only paired sets of parameters, i.e.

[Wl3,Tv2] sets obtained from analysis of the same data set, should be used. This approach will
certainly decrease the number of parameter sets that can be used for such calculations, but
should lead to more reliable design of new fractionated and brachytherapy regimens.
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CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY



Richard C. Miller, Charles R. Geard, Marcus J. Geard and Eric J. Hall

Introduction

• Changes in radiosensitivityof cellsexposed to X raysas a function of position in the cell cycle
are well documented;with cell lethalityas an endpoint, cells are most sensitive to X-rays in
G2/M and most resistantin late S. For cell lines with a long G1phase, there is often a second
period of resistance in G1. For exposure to neutrons the pattern of radiosensitivityas a
function of cell age is qualitativelysimilarbut the magnitudeof the changes is smaller.

The importance of a variation of radiosensitivityfor oncogenic transformationwith phase of
the cell cycle in C3H 10T1/2 cells is of considerableinterestbecause of biophysical models
that have been proposed recentlyto explain the so-called inverse dose/rateeffect for neutrons.
Various experimenters,includingourselves,have shown that low doses and low dose-ratesof
certain radiations of intermediateand high LET result in a higher incidence of oncogenic
transformation than the same dose delivered in an acute exposure. To account for this
anomalous effect, a biophysical model was proposed by Rossi and Kellerer (1), which
postulated the existence of a narrow "window" of sensitivity. The present series of
experimentswere designedto test this hypothesis.

M_terialsanOMethods

Cellcultureconditions

C3H 10T1/2 clone 8 cells between passages 8-14 were grown in Eagle'sbasalmedium(BME)
and 10% calf serum supplemented with iron plus gentamycin to minimize bacterial
contamination. Calf serum with iron supplementwas selected after tests showed it capable of
supporting uniform clonal growth and transformationinduction of cells exposed to 6 Gy of X
rays.

Cell synchronytechniques

Cells were made synchronous by the mitotic shake-off method. Briefly, one day prior to the
shake-off procedure, stock C3H 10T1/2 cells were plated into 150 cm2 culture flasks at 2 x
106 cells/flask. Then culture flasks were struck firmlyto dislodge poorly attached cells and
the relatively loose and rounded cells held in M phase. This collection was discarded.
Mediumwith serum was then added back to the flasks and returned to the incubatorfor 30
mins. Flasks were again removed from the incubator and firmlystruck to dislodge mitotic
cells and the supernatant was collected and placed in an ice bath. Complete medium was
addedback to the cell culture flaskswhich were returnedto the incubator for an additional30
mins. and this cycle was repeatedon three moreoccasions.

p
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Synchrony and cell age distributionevaluation

At the time of mitotic shake off a small aliquot of cells was placed on a microscope slide and
examined to assess mitotic purity. Additionally, aliquots of cells were placed into single
chamber Nunc slide flasks and, after 10 mins. at 37°C, bromodeoxyuridine (Brd Urd) was
added. At each time interval at which cells were irradiated, one flask was removed from the
incubator, medium gently discarded and ice cold 3 parts methanol: 1 part acetic acid carefully
added to fix cells m situ. Cells were stained in 0.3% Giemsa stain in 0.3M Na2HPO 4 at pH •
10.3 for up to 60 mins. This staining procedure allows for differentiation between cells that
have incorporated Brd Urd into their DNA versus cells without such incorporation. Cells
from each irradiation time as well as additional intermediate times, were examined for the
fraction of cells in mitosis, the number of cells in different mitotic stages, the proportion of
paired early G1 cells, and the fraction of cells showing Brd Urd incorporation. From these
observations the mitotic index and the cumulative fraction of S phase cells was determined
allowing for assessments of actual frequencies of synchronized mitoses and of the different
stages of the cell cycle.

Irradiation procedures

Cells in 100 mm dishes were irradiated with 3 Gy of X rays at various times from 0 to 18 hrs
post mitotic collection. In the case of the initial (0 time) irradiation, ceUs were in suspension.
Cells were attached at the later irradiation times. Irradiation was carried out using a

Westinghouse 250 kVp X ray machine at room temperature at a dose rate of 0.82 Gy/min.

Clonogenic and oncogenic transformation assay

Within 2 rains, of the completion of irradiation, cells were removed from the dishes by
trypsinization and replated into 100 mm-diameter culture dishes at cell concentrations
estimated to result in either 300 clonogenic cells per dish for the 6 week transformation assay,
or 30 clonogens for the 2 week cell-survival assay. At the end of either incubation period,
cells were fixed in formalin and stained with Giemsa. Morphologically transformed foci types

types II and III were identified according to the criteria ofP, eznikoff et al. (2,3).

Results and Discussion

Cell synchronypostmitotic shake-off"

The procedure used to collect non-perturbed mitotic cells results in relatively low yields with a
mitotic purity of approximately 80%. At the time of shake-off it was noted that the greater
part of the mitoses were paired attached telophase cells. Cells at anaphase and telophase are
more rounded with fewer cellular attachments to substrate than cells in prophase or

metaphase. It should be noted that this post metaphase category of cells is not seen when
spindle inhibitors are used. When cells showing incorporation of Brd Urd were examined it
was noted that the first mitotic cells showing incorporation of Brd Urd were present at 6
hours. That is, these cells were in late S phase at the time of shake-off and then incorporated
Brd Urd before moving through G2 into mitosis. Therefore, it is probable that the G2 period
is 5 to 6 hrs. When paired G l cells were specifically observed, it was found that a significant
fraction of such cells were labelled at 6 hrs. This, therefore, suggests that the G 1 period is
about 5-6 hrs. Overall, it is estimated that the average cell cycle time of cycling cells is about
i7-i8 hrs, wf-richis si,"cfilarto that previously found for asynchronous populations of C3H
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10T1/2 cells using both tritiated thymidine and Brd Urd labelling procedures (unpublished
observations).

These estimates of the duration of the various phases of the cell cycle are transferred to Figure
1 where data are shown for cell survival (upper panel) and transformation incidence (lower

" panel) following a dose of 3 Gy of X rays administered at various times following the
harvesting of mitotic cells.

• The age response function for surx_val (upper
I I I__I I , , , , ,-ii ' '

/_ panel in Figure 1) shows cells to be sensitive in=. -I L G2 and M while there are resistant peaks in bothC:IH/IOTI/=Cells

t_ _ a GyX.r.Vs Gl and late S. This is both qualitatively and.D. "" . quantitatively similar to previously published

_" _ i_" data f°r cell lines' such as HeLa' that have asignificant G 1 period. By contrast the age

lm response function for oncogenic transformation
=. . . shows a single and radiosensitive period at 14 to
.' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' • 18 hours post shake-off. While only
.r_ a, x w "_ _ x approximate, the half-width of this sensitive

• ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' II period isabout2hours.
o.4- -. C31_10T1_C|Ha .

3 Oy X-rays
It is not possible to be very precise in

u- I_- . delineating the exact time in the cycle at which
Ik

f'_ this sensitivity is expressed, because populationsu. - of C3H 10T1/2 cells have a range of cell cycles

and synchrony tends to be quickly lost.,_,._.'!_ ._"_"- However, it is clear that cells exposed at time
Z. zero, immediately after shake-off, i.e. cells in

o _._..._. _. _ _,,_i.,_,, mitosis or very early G1 do not show this
o = . . . ,o ,= ,, ,. ,. increased sensitivity. It appears to be cells

T_ Pothk.-O_ i_) passing through G2, but before they round up
Fioure 1 Opner panel: Percentage of cells for mitosis, that represent the very sensitive
survivinga doseof 3 Gy as a functionof time cohort.
after mitotic shake-off. Lower _panel:
Transformantspersurvivingcellas a function Overall,tor this doseof X rays(3 C-y)thereis a
of timeafter mitoticshake-off. In bothcases ten-told variation in sensitivity to oncogenic
the errorbarsareonestandarderrorfromthe transformationbetween the most resistant S

mean. Data were pooled from replicate phasecellsandthe mostsensitiveG2 cells. This
experiments, compareswith a 2-]/2 told variation in cell
survivalbetweenthemostsensitiveandmostresistantphasesof"the cellcycle.

Zt is interestingto notefrom the lowerpanelof Figure ] that, whena synchronouspopulation
of' C3H 10T1/2 cellsis irradiated,the vastmajority of the transformedfoci would appearto

' derive from cells in a relatively narrow time period of the cell cycle in G2. The experimental
observation of a window of sensitivity supports the hypothesis of Kellerer and Rossi (1) upon

• which their model to explain the inverse dose-rate effect was based.

x
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Stephen A. Marino, Marcia Richard$, and Eric JoHall

Introduction

Several groups of individualsare exposed over an extended period of time to low doses of
ionizing radiation that includes a substantialproportion of intermediate to high LET (Linear
Energy Transfer) radiation. Such individuals include radiation workers in certain areas of the
nuclear power industry, shuttle astronauts in low earth orbit, as well as the crews of
commercialjet airliners.

For most cellular endpoints, loweringthe dose-rate, or protracting the exposure over a longer
time period by fractionation, leads to a reduction or sparingeffect, at least for X or _ rays.

An exception to this generalization is the anomalous "inverse dose-rate effect" observed for
oncogenic transformation induced by neutrons. The incidence of transformation induced by a
given dose of neutrons was enhanced if the dose was given continuously at low dose rate, or
delivered in a seriesof dose fractions over 5 days compared with a single acute exposure (1).
Miller et al (2) suggested that the enhancement of transformation by fr,_ctionation was
neutron-energy dependent. Experimentswith neutrons suffer from the disadvantage that the
secondary charged particles produced when the neutrons are absorbed cover a wide range of
LET values. Therefore, the present experiments were designed to investigate the LET
dependence of the inverse dose-rate effect using charged particles of definedLET in the track
segment mode.

Materialand Methods

Exponentiallygrowing C3H 10T½ done 8 ceUswere plated onto speciallyfabricated culture
dishes (30mm diameter) at 2 X 10s cells per dishbetween 44 and 50 hrs prior to irradiation.
The special dishes had thin mylarbottoms (61_m)to allow penetration of the charged particles.
Immediately after the final irradiation, cells were trypsinzed and replated into 100-mm-
diametertissue culture petri dishes at cell concentrations estimated to result in either 300
clonogenic cells per dish for the transformationassay or 30 clonogenic cells for the cell-
survival assay. Cells were grown in Eagle's basal medium with 10% heat-inactivated calf
serumsupplementedwith iron (CBS-iron)fromHyclone Labs. Inc., and 25 I_g/mlgentamycin.
CBS-iron was found to uniformlysupport C3H10T1/2 cell growth; plating efficiencies varied
from 15 to 48% while ali radiation-inducedtransformationphenotypes displayed patterns of
occurrences similarto that observed when using FBS. At the end of the incubation period,

• cells were fixed in formalin and stained with Giemsa. Cell survival was determined by the

colony assay method while transformed foci of types II and III were identified according to
criteria described by Reznikoff et al. (3, 4).

Irradiations with charged particles were performed using the track segment facility The track
segment irradiation fixture consisted of an enclosed wheel that allowed irradiations to occur
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under physiological conditions (37°C temperature with humidified 95% air and 5% CO2).
Monolayer cell cultures growing in thin-bottomed (6-1_mmylar) culture dishes were irradiated
from below. Cells were exposed to 25-, 40-, 75-, 90-, 120-, 150- and 200- keV/pm charged
particles. Total doses were 0.6 Gy for 25 keV/l_m exposures, 0.3 C._ for 40 keV/l_m and 0.2
Gy for the remainder of the high LET particles and were selected to elicit similar levels of cell
killing (54-85% survival). For each radiation quality, the doses were delivered in three equal
fractions at intervals of 0.3, 1.5, 15, 45, and 150 min.

Results and Discussion

Cells were irradiated with seven different LETs, each delivered in 3 dose fractions, with
various time intervals between the fractions. The doses used were 0.6Gy for 25 keV/l_m,

0.3G5' for 40keV/l_m deuterons and 0.2Gy for 75, 90, 120, 150 and 200 keV/l_m and were
selected to be equitoxic at 70% survival. As can be seen in Fig. 1, enhancement of
transformation incidence is seen only for LET values between 40 and 120 keV/pm, and the
maximum enhancement of transformation incidence is evident when the interfraction interval
is about 150 minutes.

The data of Figure 1 are

; :_sMv_ _ _ Ln,ov_= Ij 1 summarizedin Figure 2 in

which the maximum

_ '° _'lb _ _1_ _ _* change in transformation
s lp dl$1p incidence caused by
o LI I I • fractionation is plotted as

=.11_ lo mim i,:1 __ _ a function of LET.
i Plotted in this way, the

= l-'==.w_- l so v data clearly demonstrate

enhancement of'

=I ta w. _= 10= =,1t.0 lom _ o.t t_o ts lm 1 transformation by
fractionation, occurs only

Time Interval Between Dose Fractions (rain) over a limited range of
LET values. No

Figure 1 Induced oncogenic transformationof Call 10T½ cells enhancement is seen for
exposedto 0.6 Gy of 25 keV/urndeuterons,0.3 Gy of 40 keV/urn radiations of low or verydeuteronsand0.2 Gyof 75, 90, 120, 150or200keVheliumnucleias
a functionof timebetweendosefractions.Totaldoseswereselected highLET.
at each radiationqualityto obtainsimilarlevelsof cellkilling. Error
barsrepresent+ 1SD.
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The experiments reported in this paper,

is- using charged particles of defined LET,
- demonstrate convincingly that the "inverse

- +lo dose-rate effect," i.e., the enhancement of
. _L 1 transformation incidence when a dose of

s I_ T I_ radiation is protracted by fractionation is
LET dependent. Only LETs in the range

.I. i t _L ' between 40 and 120 keV/pm produce an
enhanced effect due to fractionation;

- so 100 1so am =so radiation of either lower or higher LET
LET (keVll_m) does not. lt is further supported by the

Figure 2 Change in transformationfrequencyfor[ results of Bettega et al. (5) who showed
CqH 10TV=cells irradiatedfor the minimum(0.31 an enhancedeffect of fractionationby 4.3
mTn3andmaximum(150rain.)fractionationintervals[

as a functionof LET. Errorbarsrepresent+ 1SD. [ MeV (xparticles(LET 101=keV/pm), andalsoby the resultsof"Hieber et al. (6) who
demonstratedenhancementby fractionationwith (x particleshavingan LET of 100 keV/pm

but notwith (xparticleshavinganLET of"147 keV/pm (7).
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SISTER CHROMATIDEXCHANGEINDUCTIONAS A FUNCTIONOF CHARGED

PARTICLELINEARENERGYTRANSFER

Charles R. Geard

In this study cycling Chinese hamsterovary cells were exposed to weil characterized charged
particles of defined linear energy transfer (LET) in order to establish the LET dependent
inducibility of S.C.E.'s as a biological endpoint with a capacity for evaluating potential
mutagen-carcinogens. The LET dependence for a number of biological endpoints as
expressed by R.B.E.'s greater than 1 has been instructivein determiningappropriate quality
factors for diverse radiations. In contrast to the majority of biological endpoints S.C.E.
induction was determinedto decline and not increase on a dose dependent basis as charged
particle LET changed from 10to 120 kev per micrometer.

Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO-AA8, generously provided by Dr. Larry Thompson
LLNL) were grown on 6 _tmthick mylar foil attached to stainless steel tings. Cell dishes
containingfirmlyattachedlate log phase cells were placed in a wheel such that at the timeof
irradiationeach dish was passed over a wedge shaped slit at a rate dependent on the dose to
be delivered. Cells were irradiated at the Radiological Research Accelerator Facility
(KARAF) based in Irvington, NY where a 4 MeV van de Graaff accelerator was used to
irradiate cells with protons depositing energy at 10 keV/lam (intracellular),deuterons at 40
keV/_m, helium-3 particles at 80 keV/gm and helium-4 particles at 120 keV/l_m. Absorbed
doses ranged from 0.125 to 4 Gy at dose ratesranging from 4 to 14 Cry/min. Irradiating20
dishes per experiment in a wheel typically took 10 minutes or less. Following irradiation
within 2-3 mins. BrdUrd [5 _ was addedto the cells which were returnedto the incubator
and maintained under dim lighting conditions until the conclusion of each experiment (to
restrict photosensitization). At 12 hfs post-irradiationcoicemid (1 lA4')was added to each
cell dish and cells harvested at 18 hrs (6 hrs accumulation of mitotic cells). Chromosomal
spreads were preparedand cells stainedwith 3% Giemsa in 0.3 M Na2HPO4 at pH 10.3. A
10-20 min. staining period using this "reverse" Giemsa technique results in chromosomes at
the 2nd mitosis post incorporation of BrdUrd being differentially stained such that
interchanges between chromatids (S.C.E.'s) are readily observed. From each dose in each
experiment with a total of 75 dose-LET points, 500 or 1000 chromosomes i.e. --25 or .-.50
cells, were evaluated for the frequencies of S.C.E.'s using a 60x planapoclu'omatic oil
immersionobjective.
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Sister Chromatid Exchanaes and Absorbed Dose

tsr--- t , , ,,,,,l. ,-, ,7 The designof this study wherebyBrdUrd was
. I- lOkCOm_.-.--s'1 nearly always added to cells immediately post-

_ t _ t radiation prechdes directly induced interchanges
_/m between sister chromatids and allows for

• _lD_ _,j.-TINluf#Im _ evaluation of those S.C.E.'s produced as a
consequenceof the processingof DNA damage.

the 40 and 120 keV/Ixm panicles are shown in

l Tables 1 and 2 respectively and ali data forinduced S.C.E.'s per chromosome versus

! [_ ,eSO_S_,_HIIIU7 !.0 absorbed dose are shown in Figure 1. The level

, of S.C.E.'s in unirradiated cells which were
till similarly handled was 0.26 and 0.24 per

y chromosome for the 10 keV/I.tmexperiments and

FigureI 0.21 and 0.28 per chromosomein the 80 keV/l_
m experiments. Theselevelsare muchcloserto

those shown in Table 1 than thosein Table 2, which seriesof experimentswas carriedout
over a four month period distinctfrom ali others. The aspectsof cell handling,mediaand
growth control which could contributeto this differencewere not determinableandover ali
15 experimentscontrol S.C.E. levelsvaried by a factor of about 2.5. The lowest control
incidencewasfor the oneexperiment(with 40 keV/l_m deuterons)whenBrdUrd was present
andpartially incorporatedintoDNA at the time of irradiation. Sincethisexperimentshowed
no evidenceof a radiosensitizeddivergencein S.C.E. incidencesresults were includedwith
theother five experiments.Resultsareshown indetail in Tables1 and2 to illustratevariation
betweenexperimentsbut particularlyto examinethe effectsof low dosesof alpha panicles
wherethereis interestasto theireffectivenessasput forwardin other studiesandbecauseof
thepossiblerole of radondaughteralphapanicles in initiatinghumanhealth problems. The
within andbetweenexperimentvariabilitywas greaterwith the alphapaniclesthan with the
other chargedpanicles with oneexperimenthavingno dosepoint with an S.C.E. incidence
abovethe control level. This inefficiencyin S.C.E. inductioncould possibilybe attributedto
the highbasallevels,howeverabsoluteS.C.E. levelsequalor greaterwere often observedin
other experiments with a lower basal level. When ali data for induced S.C.E.'s per
chromosomeare considered(Figure 1) protonsat 10 keV/l_m are the most effective at
inducing S.C.E.'s with an apparentdeclinein effectivenessas LET increases. That is, this
responseis the oppositeto that which has been observedfor chromosomalaberrationsand
other endpointswherebiologicaleffectivenessincreasesfrom 10 to about 100 keV/l_m. At
both 0.5 (or 0.6) and 1.0 (or 1.2) Crythe order of effectivenessfor S.C.E. inductionis 10 >
40 > 80 > 120 keV/l_m,with differencesin frequenciesbeingtwo fold or greater. The nature

• of the dose responses is unclear however initial linear responses followed by plateauing (sub-
linear) responses at higher doses for each LET are probable. At the lower doses of the 80 and

• 120 keV/lam alpha particles (0.125 - 0.3 Gy) differences only represent near 10% increases
over control and even the most effective dose (4 Gy of 10 keV/I.tm protons) only produces a
170% increase over control indicating that ionizing radiations over a range of LET's are
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inefficient producers of S.C.E.'s relative to many chemicals which produce orders of
magnitude effects. This system convincinglydemonstratesa response to low LET (10 keV/Ix
m) radiation and a lesser response to high LET alpha particles (80 or 120 keV/ixm). The
results obtained herewith 120 keV/ixmalpha particleswere rathervariable(Table 2) with the
low dose responses in general being insignificantlydifferentfrom control, however at these
dose levels the numberof particlespernucleus is low perhapscontributingto the variability.

Table 1

Sisterchromatidexchanges perchromosome induced by 40 keV/ixmdeuteronsa

Absorbed

dose 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean
IGy]
0 0.22b 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.23 O.16 0.207

0.25 0.31c 0.28c 0.33c 0.28c 0.24 0.18 0.270c

0.5 0.30c 0.28c 0.39c ..... 0.35c 0.25c 0.314c

1.0 0.36c 0.37c 0.44c ..... 0.34c 0.48c 0.398c

2.0 0.41c 0.35c 0.49c ..... 0.38c ..... 0.407c

a_ CHO-AA$ cells attached to 6 Ixmthick Mylar in specially constructed cell dishes were
irradiatedin track segment mode. Bromodeoxyuridine(10"5M)was addedto cells 2-3 mins
post-irradiation except in Expt. 6 when it was 30 mins. before irradiation and 2nd division
mitotic cells were colcemid accumulated from 12-18 hrs. post-irradiation. Dashes represent
inadvertent mishaps.

b. Mean S.C.E.'s per chromosome from samples of 500 (25 cells) or 1000 (50 cells)
chromosomes; within experiment standard errors were derived from actual distributions
(individual errors not shown). Distributions were tested against Poisson expectations
(variance ' mean ratios - 1) and found to vary inconsistently, with a trend to overdispersion
throughout (not shown).

c. Significantlydifferentfrom control at P < 0.05
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Table 2

Sister chromatid exchanges per chromosome exchanges per chromosome induced by 120
• keV/_tm alpha particlesa

Absorbed

' dose

[Oy} 1 2 3 4 5 Mean

0 0.3'6b 0.38 0.39 0.42 0.36 0.382

0.125 0.40 0.41 0.39 0.40 0.47 c 0.414

0.25 0.43 c ..... 0.41 0.36 0.43 c 0.408

0.5 0.44c 0.50 c 0.46 c 0.38 0.50 c 0.456 c

1.0 0.44 c o.46 c 0.51 c 0.39 0.45 0.450 c

a. footnote as for Table 1

b. footnote as for Table 1

c. Significantly different from control at P < 0.05.
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HUMANCHROMOSOMESPECIFICCHANGESIN A HUMANHAMSTERHYBRID

CELL LINE (AL)
Charles R. Geard and Gloria Jenkins

Ionizing radiations are relativelyefficient inducers of chromosomal changes and it is apparent
that such changes play a pivotal role in assessing the consequences of radiation exposures.
Chromosomalchanges largelycontribute to cell killing, to mutation and to oncogenic change.
Chromosomal aberrationshave been determined to be readily quantifiablewith predictive
value in eases of unknown radiation exposure and with clear dose and LET dependent
effectiveness. However, the visualization of chromosomal changes by standard light
microscopy only results in a fraction, albeit a significant fraction, of chromosome changes
being recorded. In particular, interchanges between chromosomes, chromosomal
translocations, which are essentially non-lethal and specific instances of which have been
determined to be characteristic of particular human cancers are frequently missed. The
complementarityaberrationto a translocation, a dicentric chromosome, is readilyvisualized,
however translocations requireanalysis of chromosomalbanding patterns or some means of
recognizing interchanges between different chromosomes. This can be achieved by
hybridizingchromosomespecific DNA to mitotic spreadswhere the enquirerDNA is tagged
directlyor indirectlywith a fluorochrome. In hybrid cell lineswhole species DNA can be used
to highlight a chromosome or chromosomesof interest. In this way using fluorescent in situ
hybridization (FISH) ali changes capable of fluorescence microscope magnificationi.e. down
to a fraction of a micrometer,can be visualized and quantified.

This approach has been used to quantify changes in human chromosome 11 in the human-
hamsterhybrid cell line AL. The human chromosome 11 is the only human chromosomein
this cell line, which has been used with some success to evaluat_ mutational changes at
specific loci on the humanchromosome.

Mitotic cells from the human-hamster hybrid cell line ('_L) which contains human
chromosome 11 and which has been utilized in mutational studieswere collected by mitotic
dislodgement. Harvests routinely exceeded 95% mitoses. Cells were allowed to attach for
1.5 hrs. then irradiatedwith 0.5 to 10 Gy of Cs-137 T-rays at a dose rate of 1.1 Gy/min.
Following irradiationof the synchronizedG1 cells, mitoses were collected 16-20 hfs later.
Chromosomal spreads were prepared, denatured and hybridized with a fluorescein tagged
probe against total human DNA. Counter staining was achieved with propidium iodide.
Spreads were examined by fluorescence microscopy and mitoses from each dose point in 3
separate experiments examined for ploidy level, the numberof human chromosomes per cell
and ali categories of aberrations involving the human chromosome. For the 3096 cells
examined 81.3% were diploid cells, of which 88.5% contained 1 human chromosome 11,
5.8% contained 2 copies and 5.7% 0 copies. Of the remaining 18.7%of cells, 85.2% were
tetraploid cells with 2 copies of human chromosome 11. There was a linear relationship
between chromosome 11 changes and absorbeddose with a yield of 0.1 aberrationsper Gy.
The yield of dicentrics, translocations and terminaldeletions which involve one lesion on the
human chromosome was linear while the yield of interstitialdeletions which arise from 2
interacting lesions on the human chromosome was curvilinear. The frequencies of dicentrics
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and translocations was approximatelyequal, while there was a high (40-60%) incidence of
incomplete exchanges between human and hamsterchromosomes. These observationsalong
withthe h/gh level of inducedterminaldeletions (failed interactions)indicate that interactions
between lesions in hamster and human DNA lack the fidelity of human-human or hamster-

. hamsterDNA lesion interactions. Assumptionsmade about the universalityof response for
this systemshouldbe treated with caution.
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_!:,SSCP i:ANALYSlSOF_RASONCOGENES IN NEUTRON TRANSFORMED MOUSE i_

i :CELLUNS ,, i
Greg A. Freyer, Richard C. Miller and Yong Yu

While transformation induced by neutron radiation has been extensively studied, little is
known about the molecular basis of this process. In fact, little is known about the molecular
basis of transformation induced by any type of radiation. There are in vivo studies which
reported that the ras oncogene was found to be activated in some radiation transformed
mouse cell lines. In one of these studies, mice were irradiated with 0.44 Me V neutrons. Of

24 tumors studied, only 4 had mutations in ras, ali in Kras. Other studies using x-rays or ),-
rays found some cells contained activated Ki-ras. In vitro studies have not yielded the same
results. Two studies with mouse and hamster cell lines transformed with x-rays concluded
that none of several oncogenes tested were activated, including any of the ras oncogenes.
These results leave several unanswered questions. Why this apparent difference between in
vivo and in vitro studies? Possibly it is due to the fact that cell lines are already partially
transformed in that they are immortalized. When ras is activated, is this a primary or
secondary event? Predictably ionizing radiation, particularly neutrons, would not be expected
to produce point mutations such as the activating event found with ras. What oncogenes
were activated in the cell lines in which ras was not found?

The aim of this study was to make a
careful survey of a large collection of ___ _
cell lines transformed by neutrons to .-_ = --- --._
determine whether activated ras could -__-
be identified. Previous studies had - - dp=,,_,,.=,.,.,.,_.,,-.
relied on detecting ras by transfection _ r__ m,m.._rP,
and RFLP analysis or differential /

oligonucleotide hybridization. Our
study employed the method of single-

strand conformational polymorphism l--] _t,,,,_,,

(SSCP) analysis which is a rapid _ 90_._,,_method for detecting point mutations .,Pcfo,2--
allowing one to detect any change in a

(outlined in Fig 1).particular sequence
SSCP analysis is carried out as follows:
A set of oligonucleotides (20 bases) are
synthesized which flank a 100 to 300 _,._q
bp long sequence of interest. The k_,h__t,_followedbyaa_

oligonucleotides are used to amplify
the sequence from DNA or cells (as
few as 1000), in a polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) containing ot [ ]

[32p]dNTP__s. The amplified sequence is .,.,,,,,,,;.. ,
• ¢i1.11¢111,,yo I0.

denatured and analyzed by Figurei Schemefor SSCP
electrophoresis on a neutral sequencing
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sized gel. Under these conditions, DNA migration is based on sequence composition. Thus,
the two strands migrate as two distinct bands on the gel. A single base change in the sequence
will cause a detectable shift in the normal migration of the two bands. The PCR products can
then be sequenced directly to confirm the SSCP result.

• There are two positions in ras where point mutations are found which activate the oncogenic
phenotype. These correspond to codons 12 or 13 in exon 1 or 59 or 61 of exon 2. This is

, true for ali three ras genes. Therefore, oligonucleotides bracketing these positions were
synthesized for exon 1 and 2 of both Kras and Nras (see Table). The sequence for mouse
Hras is not available.

TABLE OF SSCP OLIGONUCLEOTIDE PRIMERS
....

Length of PCR
Gene Name Primer Sequence Product (bp)

Kras exon 1 K1F CTTGTGTGAGACATGTTCTA 171
K1R TATCGTA_TCGTACTCAT

I_as exon 2 K2F CTCCTACAGGAAACAAGTAG 128
K2R CACAAAGAAAGCCCTCCCCA

Nras exon 1 NIF GCTGGTGTGAAATGACTGAG 117
" N1R TGGTGC_ATCATATTCATCC

Nras exon 2 N2F GGTGAGACCTGCCTGCTGGA 103
N2R ATACACAGAGGAACCCTTCG

ii |a

C3H 10T1/2 cells were transformed by 6Mev neutrons using a single dose of 0.6 cGy. SSCP
analysis was carried out on thirty five foci. Positive controls were used which contained
mutations at codons 12/13 or 59/61 in Nras or Kras. The studies failed to detect any Nras or
Kras mutations. These results would argue that neutrons do not lead to activation of ras
oncogenes and future studies will need to focus on other oncogenes or a strategy which can
screen for any activated oncogene. Examples of two SSCP gels are shown in Fig 2.
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2a 2b

Figure 2a and 2b. SSCP analysis of Nras exon 1 and exon 2. Samples were amplified by 35 rounds
of PCR and the samples separated on 0.5% MDE gels. (ND) not denatured, (D) denatured, (C3H)
C3H 10Tl/2 nontransforrned control, (J2) NIH 3T3 DNA containing a point mutation in exon 1 of
Nras, (3.2) NIH 3T3 DNA containing a point mutation in exon 2 of Nras. A. SSCP analysis the DNA
from 10 neutron clones using primers N1F/NIR. B. SSCP analysis of the DNA from 11 neutron
transformed clones using primers N2F/N2R.
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